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Abstract
Several proposed space missions include precision reflectors that are larger
in diameter than any current or proposed launch vehicle. Most of these
reflectors will require a truss structure to accurately position the reflector
panels and these reflectors will likely require assembly in orbit. A research
program has been conducted at the NASA Langley Research Center to de-
velop the technology required for the robotic assembly of truss structures.
The focus of this research has been on hardware concepts, computer software
control systems, and operator interfaces necessary to perform supervised au-
tonomous assembly. A special facility was developed and four assembly and
disassembly tests of a 102-strut tetrahedral truss have been conducted. The
test procedures were developed around traditional "pick-and-place" robotic
techniques that rely on positioning repeatability for successful operation. The
data from two of the four tests were evaluated and are presented in this re-
port. All operations in the tests were controlled by predefined sequences
stored in a command file, and the operator intervened only when the sys-
tern paused because of the failure of an actuator command. The tests were
successful in identifying potential pitfalls in a telerobotic system, many of
which would not have been readily anticipated or incurred through simula-
tion studies. Addressing the total integrated task, instead of bench testing
the component parts, forced all aspects of the task to be evaluated. Although
the test results indicate that additional developments should be pursued, no
problems were encountered that would preclude automated assembly in space
as a viable construction method.
Introduction
Several proposed space missions include precision
reflectors that are larger in diameter than any cur-
rent or proposed launch vehicle. An example of one
proposed reflector that is anticipated to be a key
instrument in deep-space astrophysics research is the
submillimeter astronomical telescope described in
reference 1 and illustrated in figure 1. The telescope
reflector will require a precision truss structure to
position the reflector panels for the required optical
resolution. The truss structure may incorporate hun-
dreds of members, and because of its size, the truss is
likely to require assembly in orbit. Several methods
of assembly have been proposed. These methods in-
clude member-by-member installation performed by
pressure-suited astronauts during extravehicular ac-
tivity (EVA), assembly of deployable cells or subunits
performed by astronauts during EVA, and member-
by-member machine assembly performed by special
robotic manipulators. The robotic method offers po-
tential advantages over the other proposed methods
for assembly in space because robotic systems can op-
erate continuously for long periods and do not involve
any risk to humans. If a robotic system were flflly au-
tomated, the assembly operations could be remotely
monitored by an astronaut within a space station or
by a terrestrially based operator. Remotely moni-
tored systems arc frequently developed around the
principle of supervised autonomy and only require
assistance or intervention when a problem is encoun-
tered. Supervised autonomous assembly is promising
for the construction of large space structures; how-
ever, little or no development of the methods required
for the construction tasks have been performed.
A research program has been conducted at the
Langley Research Center (LaRC) to develop the op-
erational requirements for supervised autonomous
telerobotic construction of truss structures. This pro-
gram focused on assembling a tetrahedral truss us-
ing struts that are nominally 2 m in length. The
program employed traditional industrial robots and
many standard robotic techniques. The objectives
of the program were: (1) to obtain some practical
experience in the development of an automated sys-
tern for truss assembly tasks, (2) to develop a soft-
ware system that is capable of reliably performing re-
quired tasks and handling realistic error conditions,
and (3) to provide an interface that efficiently ac-
commodates the volume of internal information nec-
essary for the operator to nmintain supervision of
systemoperationsand trussassemblystatus. The
testsdescribedhereinwereperformedto establish
a databaseof traditionalrobotictechniquesandto
providepracticalinsightinto the technologiesthat
needto beenhancedfor roboticsystemsto becapa-
ble of performingcomplexassemblytaskswith the
reliabilitynecessaryfor spaceoperations.
Four assemblytestsof tim 102-struttrusswere
conducted,andeachwasfollowedby a disassembly
test. Tests1 and 2 werepreliminary,and several
minorhardwareandsoftwaremodificationsresulted
fromthem.Theresultsof tests3and4 arereported
and discussedin this paper. The time requiredto
performthe varioussegmentsof thetrussassembly
wasmeasured,andthe autonmtedoperationalpro-
ceduresarereviewedand discussed.The typesof
errorsencountered,the abilityof theoperatorto re-
solveerrors,andthetimeforerrorresolutionarcalso
discussed.
Symbols and Abbreviations
DOF
EVA
i/o
rills
U,V,W
X,Y,_')
X/: _/, Z /
degree of freedom
extravehicular activity
input/output
root mean square
robot base coordinate system
motion-base coordinate system
robot tool frame coordinate system
(end-effector axis system)
standard deviation
Truss, Test Facility, and Assembly
Operations
The test facility developed to perform the auto-
mated asseinbly of truss structures is shown in fig-
ure 2. Figure 2(a) shows the actual truss support
structure and test system, and figure 2(b) identi-
fies some of the components. The facility is a re-
search tool to develop the basic techniques for join-
ing struts and evahmting end-effector mechanisms,
computer software control systeins, operational pro-
cedures, and operator interface requirements. A
large tetrahedral truss structure that is assembled on
a one-degree-of-freedom (1 DOF) rotational motion
base by an anthropomorphic 6 DOF robot mounted
on a 2 DOF Cartesian motion base comprise the
test facility hardware. An end effector mounted to
the wrist of the robot is used to both acquire struts
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from pallets stored in a canister and install the struts
in the truss structure. The Cartesian and rota-
tional motion bases expand tile working envelope of
the robot to provide a 9 DOF nmnipulator system.
Many of the components in the test facility, including
the robot, were obtained commercially to expedite
development and minimize cost.
Three coordinate systems are necessary to define
the position and orientation of the truss members and
to describe operations of the test facility. The coor-
dinate systems, shown in figure 2(b), are the motion-
base coordinate system X, Y. O; the robot base co-
ordinate system U, V, W; and tim robot tool frame
(end-effector axis system) x', 9', z/. The motion-base
coordinate system (X, Y. (-)) defines the location of
the robot base syst.em origin with respect to the ro-
tational axis of the truss. The origin of the robot base
syst.em is at the intersection of its waist, and shoul-
der axes. The robot, tool frame coordinates (a", 9', z')
have their origin at the centerline of a strut mounted
in the end effector at the install location, as indicated
in u figure 2(b). The if-axis is aligned along the robot
forearm and yaw, pitch, and roll of the end effector
are a 3-2-1 Euler rotation sequence. The Euler se-
quence begins with the tool frame aligned with the
robot base system.
Truss
The truss is shown mounted on the rotating mo-
tion base in figure 2(a). The truss is composed of
102 struts, all nominally 2 m in length, and 31 nodes
that connect the struts together. Each node in the
truss may connect up to nine struts; six struts lie in
a face plane (either top or bottom face) and three
core struts connect the face planes together. The
struts in the top face form a hexagonal boundary
that has 4-m-long sides and 8 m between opposite
vertices. The distance between tile top and bottom
faces is 1.63 m.
Photographs of a typical truss joint and node are
shown in figure 3. The joint is composed of two
parts. One part is the connector, which contains the
mechanical locking components (connector plunger,
locking nut, and associated internal mechanisms).
The connector is bonded into the end of a 2.64-cm-
diameter graphite-epoxy strut tube. The other part
is a receptacle that is mechaifically attached to a
specially machined truss node. For strut assembly,
the connector plunger is pushed into the receptacle
and the joint is secured by turning the locking nut,
drawing the connector plunger toward the connector
face, and seating it in a pocket machined within the
receptacle. The connector applies a preload across
the receptacle and connector inlerfaee so that the
assembled structure will have a predictatfle linear
static and dynamic response.
Both the joint and the node are fabricated from
aluminuin. The joint has a lower axial stiffness lEA)
and a larger mass per refit length than the gratlhitc-
epoxy tube. Structural (:onsiderations require that
the length of the joints tie as short as possible t.o
minimize the truss mass and the effect of the axial
stiffness reduction. The joint length (connector and
receptacle) is 9.8 cm and the total joint mass (includ-
ing the mass of the recel)tacle ) is 134 g. The ilo(tes
were also llla(te as sInall as possit)le to minimize the
mass. The length of the joint and the size of the node
were minimized for structural COllsiderations; how-
ever, the smaller size reduces joim accessibility and
has a significant effect on the design and operation
of the end effeetor, which will be discussed later.
An alignment and grasp adapter is shown to the
right of the joint connector in figure 3. The adapter,
fabricated from alumimml, is an interface fitting
that axially and circmnferentially aligns the strut in
the end effector. The hexagonal shape assists the
circulnferential alignment, anti the vee gr()ove fits
into a protrusion on t,tm end elfeetor to assist the
axial alignlnent. The joint reeel)taeh_ has a similar
vee groove machined into the circumference about
,{.2 em fl'om the end. The elltry face of the receptacle,
the receptacle vee gr(/ove, and the a(la tlter vee gr(/ove
t)rovide passive positioning alignment for the end
(;ffector during strut acquisition anti installation.
The conlt)oncnts of the truss were maImally as-
semble(t anti the locatioll (if t.h(_ 19 holies in the top
face were nlcasured with rest)eet to a best-fit plane
using t)hotogramInetry techniques. The test results
in(tieate(l lhat the 19 nodes had a root-lll(?all-S(lllare
(rms) (teviati(m (if 0.014 cm fr()m a best-fit plane, and
the largest i)lamlr positioning error was 0.025 era.
The ImS positioning rcl)eatal)ility for lwo asseml)ly
tests with all struts assembled at the same locations
was al)oll| 0.005 elll. A(hliti(mal information at)olll
these tests and the truss (l(_sig, n can tie found in ref-
erence 2. The sizes of the tesl model and struts
are representative (if those requirer[ to support reflec-
tor panels (if an astronomical telescope; however, the
struts are of equal nominal length and the nodes in
the to t) aim })ott(_In faces at)tlr(lxinlale a planar sur-
face instea(1 of a parat)(/lie (:(mtour. The planar test
mo(lcl was selected for this assenlt)ly study tlecause
it was relatively siInt)le to design and fabricate. The
rcl)eatal)ility of tile strut positions and orientalions
also Ininiinized the eff(lrt required t(i install the struts
with traditional pick and place robotic nleth()(ls.
Test Facility
Robot and Motiozt Bases
The r(ll/ot shown in figure 2 is an electrically
(lriv(m 6-DOF anthropomorphic industrial manipula-
tor that was selecte(t for its reach envelope, payloall
capacity, and t)ositioning repeat al)ilily. The robot
has three revohlte joints located at, the waist, shoul-
tier, and elb(/w anti also has a 3 DOF st)herieal wrist.
The arm has a inaxinmm reach of ab(nlt 147 (:Ill,
which is ac}lieved wilh a 103-era-long forearm aim a
14-cnl-long uI)per arm. The re}lot is mounted on an
electrically driven X-Y Cartesian motion t)ase, which
provides a translational range of apt)r(Iximately 6.1 m
in both the X- and Y-direeti(lnS. The nlotion-base lo-
cations are ineasured by using linear encoders, and
the positioning repeatal)ility of both bases has })een
determined exI)eriment all 5' to tie ±0.05 him. The ro-
tat.ing motion t)t_se is p(/were(t t7y an electric motor
through a redu(:ti()n system and has ±3 revolutions
from the reference position. The positioning repeal-
ability (if the turntable was (letermined ext)erinlen-
tally to tie within i().25 toni at a radial distance
(if 6.1 in. The Cartesian anti the rotati(/nal nl(l-
t ion bases were designed t() minimize the effect of
statie defornlations on positioning repeatability. The
static deformations result fi'om moving the t)ase (if
the rot)ot, lnoving the strut from ttl(_ supply canisler
on the Cartesian motion base to the r(ltali(mal me-
ti(m 1)ase, an(t ('hanging the robot ann position and
end effector orientation. Details of the m(/tion-t)as("
design can be f()un(t in r(,f(,renc('s 3 and ,1.
To measure the loads on lhe en(l eff('etor, a cOIIl-
mercial six-axis [orc(Morque load cell was nlounle(t
t)etween the rot)ot tool plate anti the (m(t effector.
The forces and m(/nlents were used for Ill(' el)crater
/tist)lay and to reposition tile robot arm to relieve
forces on the end eff(_ctor.
End Effector
The end effector used to install and remove mem-
1)ers from the truss is a special purt/ose tool that
mounts to the robot tool tllate and was designed to
lie flllly compatil)h, with the strut joint comlector. A
photograt)h (if tile end effector is shown in figure 4
and tile installati(/n of a strut between two nodes ix
illustrated by the artisl sketch in figure 5. The strut
is held by the end effeetor with the strut holders,
which eh)se around the alignment and grasp adapter.
The strut holder ix locked by a lead screw and driven
by a nlotor, and the jaws are opened by springs. The
end effeeto/" can [)e nl(/ve(1 toward a strut, aim when
the jaws contact the adapter fitting, they are %ree(t
closed t)y overc()nfing the spring opening load. This
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feature permits the jaws to be locked or unlocked in
the closed position so that strut pickup by the end
effector does not have to be coordinated with robot
positioning. When the jaws are locked, the strut is
clamped in the end effector and no appreciable axial
or circumferential free-play occurs.
For strut installation, the end effector is moved
toward the joint receptacle and the receptacle fin-
gers are closed around the vee groove. Both the con-
tour of the finger and the vee groove provide passive
guidance for realigning the end effector by using the
force-torque load cell. Axial position errors of ap-
proximately +0.7 cm can be accommodated by the
vee groove, and displacement and orientation errors
of approximately =t=2'.5 cm in the xtzl-plane at the
receptacle can be accommodated by the receptacle
fingers. After the fingers are closed and the posi-
tioning errors are corrected, the platforms shown in
figure 4 advance along the S-axis and push the con-
nector into the joint receptacle. The platforms are
equipped with analog potentiolneters to detect posi-
tion. All other end-effector mechanisms are equipped
with simple sensors, such as microswitches, to mon-
itor the response of each command. Although they
are not suitable for space operation, pneumatic cylin-
ders arc used as end-effector actuators to minimize
the mass. All other basic operational concepts of the
end cffector are suitable for space operations. The
mass of the end effeetor with a strut is about 6 kg.
Strut Storage
The struts are stored in nine pallets stacked in a
canister directly behind the robot arm as shown in
figure 2. Several pallets partially filled with struts
are shown in figure 6 along with an enlarged view of
the struts positioned and secured in a pallet. Each
pallet holds 13 struts with approximately 1.9 cm be-
tween the individual graphite-epoxy tubes in a pallet.
When a pallet is empty, it is moved to the storage
canister on the left side of the robot (fig. 2). To align
and hold the struts in the pallets, a second align-
ment and positioning adapter is bonded to the strut
tube. This adapter interfaces with vertical position-
ing pins on each side of the strut and the positioning
pins are fitted with spring-loaded pin phmgers. The
pin phmgers contact the adapter slightly above the
tube centerline; therefore, a vertical force is required
to extract each strut from its storage location. This
feature is incorporated to lock the pallets together in
both the supply and the storage locations. The tops
of the positioning pins are chamfered to passively
guide the pin into the alignment adapter when the
struts are inserted into the pallets during disassem-
bly. The struts are oriented circumferentially with
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a flat side of the hexagonal adapter resting against
the pallet frame. The pallets are stacked so that the
stored struts are prevented from rotating or being
ejected from the pallet because of vibration. The
pallets are aluminum frames with cylindrical handles
on each end. The handles have positioning and align-
ment adapters to permit the pallets to be moved by
the end effector in the same manner as the struts.
All struts are installed in the pallets and their
location in the pallet is coordinated with the assem-
bly sequence. Nodes are preattached to selected core
struts. The receptacles installed on the nodes re-
quire a considerable amount of space, and two struts
with nodes preattached cannot be placed in adjacent
pallet slots. Therefore, a special stacking arrange-
ment was devised and coordinated with the assembly
sequence. The stacking arrangement is illustrated
in figure 7. In pallet 1, the arrangement has four
core struts with preattached nodes located at the
top of the stack. These core struts are located in the
two outermost slots and at intermediate slots equally
spaced between the side positions. Three struts with-
out nodes are located between each of the struts with
prcattached nodes. Pallet 2 has the same sequence
as pallet 1; however, the core struts with preattached
nodes are located on the opposite end of the pallet.
Pallet 3 has three core struts with preattached nodes,
and these nodes are located to fit between those of
pallet 1, which is above it. Pallet 4 is similar to
pallet 3 except that the nodes arc on the same end
as those of pallet 2 and nest between them. The
struts in pallet 5 are identically arranged to those
in pallet 1, and the four-pallet pattern is repeated.
The complete 102-strut truss is packaged in 9 pallets;
however, 15 positions in the pallets are vacant. The
packaging scheme efficiently uses the storage volume;
the packaged volume is approximately 1.8 percent of
the volume of the assembled truss.
Video Surveillance
The operator has a limited video surveillance sys-
tem at the control console to monitor operations.
The video system has four cameras: two facility
surveillance cameras, each with pan/tilt and zoom
control; and two cameras attached to the end effec-
tor, each with fixed position and focus. The surveil-
lance cameras provide a general viewing capability
with one camera located behind the robot for an over-
the-shoulder view and the second camera located to
the side and behind the Cartesian motion base for a
panoramic view. Position and zoom control of these
cameras is performed manually by the operator. The
end-effector cameras provide the operator with a lim-
ited view of the mechanical components and function
asa backupfor verifyingsensoresponse.Theyalso
monitorvisuallockindicatorson thestrutjoint and
providea viewof the end-effeetorfingersandtheir
positionwith respecto thejoint receptacles.The
four videocameras,althoughhelpful,do not ade-
quatelyprovidetheoperatorwith sufficientcoverage
to confirmthesafeoperationfor themanypotential
collisionconditionsthat existduringassembly;thus
thecamerasareinadequatefor teleoperation.
Computer Control System
Assembly operations are commanded and con-
trolled by several digital computers linked together
by conventional serial comnmnication lines. A sche-
matic of the computer control system is shown in fig-
ure 8. Tile facility executive program, which controls
tile system coordination and operator interface func-
tions, resides in a minicomputer workstation and uses
the FORTRAN programming language. All commu-
nications are routed through the workstation; how-
ever, they could be passed directly between other
processors. Data are transferred in ASCII format,
which aids the development process because check-
out of code for the various processors could be per-
formed on alternate terminals and manually verified.
The motion bases are controlled by a commercially
available indexer board hosted on a personal com-
puter, and the control software is written in BASIC
programming language. The motion bases are capa-
ble of incremental and absolute position control. The
robot arm and end-effector component commands are
written in a modified version of BASIC for process-
ing in the robot controller. The robot arm processor
includes a local database, which contains arm posi-
tions and orientations required for the desired strut
installation positions. This local data storage mini-
mizes the amount of information transferred between
processors. End-effector control and sensor monitor-
ing are also performed in the robot processor because
the processor has both analog and discrete input and
output (I/O) capability, a feature which expedited
system development. Details of the computer control
system can be obtained from reference 5.
Software Design and Operator Interface
The facility executive program accomplishes su-
pervised autonomous assembly with a specially de-
veloped modular code that can totally assemble and
disassemble the truss structure. Supervised auton-
omy, however, requires that the operator be provided
with sufficient information and interface capability
to intervene when a problem arises. The modular
software structure coincides with system hierarchi-
cal and mechanical flmctions and is shown in fig-
ure 9. The layout of the software system shown in
figure 9 is composed of four basic levels: adminis-
trative, assembly, device, and component. The ad-
ministrative level initiates the system and permits
the operator to examine and modify databa_se infor-
mation and system options. Assembly-sequence files
that define operations required for assembly or disas-
sembly are created, executed, and/or modified at the
administrative level. The standard operating mode is
performed at the assembly level, and all commands
for system devices, data verification, and error re-
covery operations occur there. To accomplish au-
tomated truss assembly and disassembly the assem-
bly commands are successively decomposed into a
sequence of device-level commands, which vary with
the strut being installed and any special conditions
that may bc required for that strut. Special condi-
tions, such as which struts have nodes preattached
and which struts are connected together, are stored
in a database referenced to the strut name. Also
included in the database is critical information, such
as the pallet number, storage position, and the cur-
rent location of the strut. The location of the
strut (installed in the truss, stored in the pallet,
or currently in the end effector) must be updated
as assembly progresses. Device-level commands are
decomposed into component commands (lowest oper-
ational level) that control individual actuators on the
various devices. For example, the component-level
command "open receptacle fingers" causes the fingers
on the end effector that grasp the joint receptacle to
open regardless of other conditions. Sensor check-
ing verifies the successflll execution of each compo-
nent command. As one works down the software pro-
gram hierarchy, control and responsibility shift to the
operator. At the device and the component levels,
the operator nmst be flflly cognizant of the capa-
bilities of the hardware and the assembly operations.
Consequently, all operations below the assembly level
arc protected by a password.
Figure 10 illustrates a typical operator display
with the basic menu layout for the system, which
was derived directly from the software design shown
in figure 9. The boxes in figure 10(a) represent typi-
cal menus available to the operator, and figure 10(b)
shows all menus and their relationship to each other.
The operator controls the assembly by selecting com-
mands from the menus displayed. The three modes
of operator input are direct, keyboard selection, com-
mand file, and assembly-sequence file. The keyboard
input mode requires the operator to select a menu
option by a direct keyboard entry. The command
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filemodepermitstheoperatorto createatext fileof
commandsas they wouldbeenteredin the direct
keyboardselectionmode. The assembly-sequence
file is a predeterminedfile that executeslikea com-
mandfile andincludesall predefinedcommandsre-
quiredto completethe trussassemblyor disassem-
bly in a particularorder. The linesbetweenthe
boxesin figure 10(b)indicatehow the automated
systemor an operatortraversesthe variouslevels.
The menusoverlapon the screenasselectionsarc
made(fig. 10(a))to provideaneasilytracedvisual
path. Commandsbeingexecutedarehighlightedso
that theoperatorcanfollowthepath,aswellasde-
terminethecurrentsystenlstatus.Specialwindows
on tile operator'smonitoralsodisplaythe nameof
thestrutbeinginstalledandthecurrentstatusofthe
device-levelcomponents.A nlessagewindowin the
displayprovidesa runningdescriptionof the com-
ponentcommandbeingexecuted,thesuccessor fail-
ureofthecommandexecution,andapromptfor the
operatorto makea menuselection.Detailsof the
operatorcontrolinterfacecanbefoundin reference5.
Theneedforapause-and-reversecapabilityforer-
ror conditionsthat occurat sensorcheckpointswas
identifiedearly in the softwaredevelopmentphase.
Theimplementationof thepauseandreversecapa-
bility significantlyaffectedthesizeandcomplexityof
thecontrolcode.Forexample,thereversecommand
sequencedoesnotnecessarilynlirror theforwardso-
quence;therefore,specialconditionsandadditional
checksfrequentlyhadto be includedin the reverse
sequence.Whentheforwardsequencewasmodified,
thereversesequencehadto bereviewedforpotential
modifications.Theneedfor air additionalpauseca-
pabilitywasidentifiedduringpreliminarytests.This
additionalpausecapabilityis necessaryto provide
theoperatorwith totalcontrolauthorityat all times.
Althoughthe robotarm movesat a relativelyslow
rate,theoperatorequirestheability to interruptthe
robotduringanymove.Forexample,the operator
occasionallyneedsadditionaltimeto checkbetween
cameraviewsor to adjustcalnerapositionswhena
portionof a robotpathhasminimalclearance.
The path that the robot traversesis basedon
movementbetweenstates,whichfrequentlyareinter-
mediateor conditionalstatesthat dependuponthe
installationconditionsof the individualstrut. When
a pauseis initiatedbytheoperator,theprior state,
currentstate,andgoalstateareall trappedby the
computermemory.Fromtherobotpausecondition,
the operatorhasthreeoptionsavailable:(1) con-
tinue the path from the arbitrary interrupt point,(2)adjustthecurrentpositionof the armandcon-
tinuethepathfromtheadjustedposition,and(3)re-
versethe pathandreturnto the initial state. The
robotmotionmaybepausedandreversedasmany
timesasdesired,thusactingasa toggleto change
thedirectionof motion.Thiscapabilitysignificantly
reducedthe operator'slevelof apprehensionduring
thosemaneuverswith highcollisionpotential.The
modularhierarchyof theexecutivecontrolprogram
andtheoperatorinterfacemenusremainedvirtually
unchangeduringthetestprogram.
AssemblyOperations
Assemblyoperationsfor the currenttestswere
developedaroundtraditional serialpick-and-place
roboticproceduresfrequentlyusedin terrestrialap-
plications.Theseproceduresgenerallyrelyon po-
sitioningrepeatabilityfor successfuloperation,and
theyareusedin thecurrentsystemfor tworeasons.
First,manyrobots,includingthemodelusedforthe
currentassemblytests,haveinadequateabsolutepo-
sitioningcapabilityto moveto a computedglobal
point with the accuracyrequiredfor thecurrentas-
semblyoperations,despitetheconsiderablenumber
andrangeof passiveguidancefeaturesdesignedinto
the varioushardwarecomponents.Second,the end
effectordoesnot havesensorsto detectrange,po-
sition,andorientationof thetrussjoint receptacles;
thus,it isunableto guidetherobotto intercepthem.
Therefore,the installationpositionsof criticalloca-
tionsweredeterminedandstoredastaughtpointsin
thelocaldatabaseof therobot.
Everytimeastrut is selectedfor installation,the
databaseisqueriedto determinethe currentstatus
of thestrutandwhetherthenodestowhichthestrut
connectshavebeeninstalled.If all requirementsare
satisfied,the installationsequencefor the selected
strut is initiated. The sequencebeginswith the
robotarmat a restpositioncalledthecanisterap-
proachpoint,whichisjust abovethesupplycanister(fig. 11).Thearmfirst movesto a positiondirectly
abovethe desiredstrut. It thendescendsto grasp
thestrutwith theendeffectorandremovesthestrut
fromthepallet.Thearmreturnsto therestposition,
afterwhichthemotionbasesmoveto predefinedlo-
cations.Thearmthenmovesalongapathdefinedby
fourto sixtaughtpointsto the installationpoint.At
thislocation,thestructureisgraspedbytherecepta-
clefingers,thestrutjoint connectorsareinsertedinto
the receptacles,andtheconnectorsarelocked.The
strut andthereceptaclesareboth released,andthe
armis returnedto thecanisterapproachpointalong
the samepath. Removalof a strut from the truss
andstoragein thepalletduringdisassemblyinvolves
essentiallythereverseprocedure.Oneofthegoalsin
developingtheassemblyoperationswasto minimize
tilenumberofuniqueoperations,includingthedevel-
opmentof robotpaths,requiredto assembleall tile
struts. Thefollowingsubsectionsgivea detailedac-
countofcomponentoperationsandchecksperformed
duringinstallation.
Installation Positions and Robot-Arm Assembly
Paths
A planform view of a model of the truss is shown
in figure 12. The members in the top face of tile
truss form two concentric hexagonal rings, which are
identified by tile relative positions of their perimeters
as the inner ring and the outer ring. The truss
is traditionally called a tetrahedral truss because
it is composed of regular tetrahedrons. However,
a pentahedron is a truss subelement and a typical
pentahedron is illustrated in figure 12. The base
of tile pentahedron is a square and every member
in the truss lies within the base of a pentahedron.
The square base of tile pentahedron provides the
maxinmm area within the truss for access of tile node
for member installation. The plane of the base is
referred to hereinafter as the insertion plane of the
member because each melnber lies in tile base plane
of a pentahedron when it is installed.
Strut identification. A naming convention was
developed for the convenience of the operator in
identifying strut members. The convention includes
an identifier for struts with similar orientations with
respect to the physical position of the robot, and
it also permits a unique identifier for any member
ill a large multilnember truss. Tile convention is
illustrated in figure 13, which shows a top planform
view of a large planar truss of arbitrary shape. The
struts in the top face are represented by lines of
medium width, the struts ill the bottom face are
represented by lines of narrow width, and the core
struts are represented by' da_shed lines.
A node in the top surface is arbitrarily selected
as tile truss reference node. For the test. model, the
truss reference node is at the center of the rotational
motion base. The wide solid lines outline n concen-
tric hexagonal rings with the center at the reference
node. The ring number is the first identifying pa-
rameter; four rings are outlined in figure 13(a). Each
ring is subdivided into hexagonal cells, the bound-
aries of which are formed by the dashed lines of the
core struts. The cells are denoted in tile figure by
the numbers within the ring. Each ring includes
6(n- 1)+ 3 cell units, and each cell is composed of
12 individual struts. The cell is the basic repeat-
ing unit in the truss and was the element used for
development of assembly operations. The individual
struts in each cell are denoted by the location of their
nodes that lie on the even number positions of a con-
ventional clock face. The labeled nodes of a typical
cell are shown in figure 13(by. Each strut in tile truss
is identified from the perspective of the operator by
the ring number (R), tihe (:ell mnnber (C), and the
clock node positions. A typical strut in the top face
is labeled in the figure a.s R2,C2,8_4. This convention
provides a unique designation for all struts in the top
and bottom faces. However, each core strut lies on a
cell boundary; therefore, it can be identified by either
of its two cell designations.
The cell nodes shown in figure 13 at clock posi-
tions 12, 4, and 8 are always in the top face, and
those at clock positions 2, 6, and 10 are always in
the bottom face. In identifying a member, tile node
at the 12 o'clock position is used as the individual
cell index node; this node is always in tile top face
of the truss. An individual cell has 120 ° rotational
symmetry about the geometric center; therefore, as
the truss is rotated about the reference node, the
index node of an individual cell will change. For
example, as the truss in figure 13 is rotated about
the reference node, tile index node of ring 1 cell 1
moves to the 8 o'clock position at 120 ° and to the
4 o'clock position at -120 °. Although the index
node for that cell changes, the orientation of the
12 struts is preserved. An exainination of tile truss
cell in figure 13(by indicates that the structure has
120 ° rotational symmetry about tile reference node.
The geonletric pattern evident at 0 ° is the same a.s
that at :t:120 °, and ttle pattern evident at 180 ° is
the same as that at -t-60 °. Therefore, local position
and orientation, as well as general position and ori-
entation of the members, are preserved t)y rotations
of 120 ° increments. This repetitive pattern enal)lcs
many struts to be installed by teaching a few basic
installation paths in a reference cell. The same in-
stallation paths are used for struts in adjacent cells
by changin_ the location of tile rotational motion
base or by repositioning the robot via the Cartesian
mot.ioi_ bases.
Robot assembly paths. The individual strut in-
stallation positions are ilhlstrated in figure 14. A
typical unit cell, such as the one shown in figure 13,
is identified in figure 14 as cell A. Each unit cell has
three pentahedral base planes; the normals to the
base planes are orthogonal. The installation position
is at the center of the strut and the direction of in-
sertion is indicated by the arrow on the figure. The
insertion directions are restricted [)ecause the mouth
of the joint receptacle only permits entry in one di-
rection (see receptacle in fig. 3), although the end el-
lector could approach the receptacle in the insertion
planefromeitherdirection.All membersin boththe
topandbottomfacesareinstalledwith xr-axis of the
end effector directed away from the center of the cell,
and a unique path is required for installation of each
of the six face struts. The receptacles of the core
struts are oriented to provide a rotational symme-
try about the node. This convention was adopted so
that all nodes would have receptacles aligned in the
same direction. Because of the rotational symmetry
and planar alignment, only three robot paths are re-
quired to install the 6 core struts. Therefore, a total
of nine robot installation paths must be taught for
the 12 struts in cell A.
The entire truss could not be assembled by using
only the nine paths previously noted because of the
limited reach of the robot arm. Some struts in the
second ring required that the rotating motion base be
aligned at intermediate 60 ° increments. An exami-
nation of a typical cell, such as cell B in figure 14,
from a viewing angle of 60 ° indicates that the node
nominally in the 12 o'clock position is located in the
bottom face of the truss. Therefore, the index node
for any cell at 60 ° , -60 ° , and 180 ° , as observed by
the operator, is rotated 180 ° to lie in the top face;
these cells are hereinafter referred to as inverted cells.
The struts in inverted cells have insertion planes that
are rotated 90 ° when compared with similar planes in
cell A, and the insertion directions of the core struts
are opposite of those in cell A. The truss assembly
required six robot paths to be taught in the inverted
unit cell.
In addition to the nine installation points in the
normal cell and six points in the inverted cell, four
additional installation paths had to be taught. The
additional paths were required because 28 core struts
had nodes preattached. The storage configuration
shown in figure 7 dictated that these nodes should
be located on specific ends, which in some cases were
different from the end dictated by the normal path
for that strut. Therefore, these core struts had to be
rotated end for end after they were removed from the
pallet. The paths followed by these core struts are
referred to as flipped paths. A total of 19 installation
paths was required for complete assembly of the
102-strut truss.
The installation point at the end of the path is
the most critical point because it requires accurate
positioning. These points were defined by selecting a
motion-base position for the robot and then station-
ing an observer near the truss to guide the operator
who maneuvered the robot to a location where the
fingers of the end effector could be closed on the joint
receptacle vee grooves. At this arm position, the tare
on the load cell associated with the end-effector mass
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was set to zero before the structure was grasped.
Loads associated with misalignment were used to
reposition the arm; the final position and orientation
were stored (taught) as the installation point for all
struts with that designation. Other points along the
path were also stored as a series of Cartesian coor-
dinates in the local database of the robot. All paths
are traversed by following these points in a sequen-
tial order with the robot control system. Many paths
contain common points because the actual location
of the arm is not important as long ms the end cffector
does not collide with previously installed struts.
Typical installation paths are illustrated in fig-
ure 15 by sketches that depict the paths for
struts 10_2 (fig. 15(a)), 12_2 (fig. 15(b)), and 6_4
(fig. 15(c)) and a photograph of the end effec-
tor approaching the installation point for strut 6_2
(fig. 15(d)). The figure depicts the location of the
strut in relation to struts that have been previously
installed. The core struts in figure 15(a) to 15(c)
are shown as dashed lines, and the struts in the top
and the bottom faces arc depicted as solid members.
The figure shows the relative location of the motion
base, the viewing angle with respect to the truss cell,
and the location of the strut being installed from the
top view. Although the arm path always begins at
the canister rest position, the arm is generally moved
first to a point that places the end effector in front
of the robot or above the robot shoulder. The paths
in the sketches are depicted by a sequence of lines
from the end effector in front of the robot. Some of
the paths, such as those for struts 10_2 (fig. 15(a))
and 12_2 (fig. 15(b)), are simple and were easy to de-
velop because the region in the vicinity of the instal-
lation point is uncluttered. Other paths, like those
for strut 6_4 (fig. 15(c)) and strut 6_2 (fig. 15(d)),
were complex.
Several observations can be made from an exami-
nation of the photograph in figure 15(d): (1) the left
side of the end effector is aligned with strut 12_2 and
must move along it to reach the installation point;
(2) the end effector must be maneuvered within the
interior of the cell close to adjacent struts and the
potential for collision is high, especially near the node
receptacle; (3) the region in the vicinity of the node
is congested and the short length of the joint, which
is desirable for structural purposes, requires all me-
chanical components on the end effector to be located
near the node; (4) the strut installation position is
near the reach limit of the robot because previously
installed struts must be accommodated; (5) the robot
has a relatively long forearm that limits the dexterity
and frequently causes the arm to be operated near
the pitch and yaw limits; (6) the storage canister
mayinterferewith thecapabilityto positionthemo-
tionbasesforthedevelopmentof paths;and(7)path
andsequenceplanningmustbecoordinated,because
struts 10_8,8_6,12_8,or 8_4in this cell cannotbe
installedbeforestrut6_2becausetheywill blockthe
path.Thepathusedto installeachstrut isalsoused
to returnthearmbackto therestposition;therefore,
the path cannot violate the space of the strut that
it. is installing. Every path was traversed by using
only' the 6 DOF robot arm; none involved tile 9 DOF
coordinated motion of the robot and motion bases.
Strut installation cases. Three strut installation
cases were established by connectivity conditions: di-
rect, capture, and pyramid completion. Direct instal-
lation is the most straight forward and requires that
the joint connectors be inserted into receptacles that
are structurally affixed to other struts in the truss.
For this case, the strut is moved directly to the in-
stallation point. Some struts are installed between
fixed nodes, and others with a node prcattached are
installed at one end to a fixed node. For struts that
have nodes preattached, the end effector operates
only the mechanisms on the end being installed and
leaves the strut and node combination cantilevered.
Because the tests were conducted in a lg laboratory,
without gravity compensation (where g denotes ac-
celeration due to gravity; that is, lg _ 9.81 m/see2),
the mass of the node caused the strut to deflect
from the installed position. To minimize the gravity-
imposed deformations, only core struts were installed
in this manner.
Tile cantilevered core strut creates the second
strut installation case, that is, capture installation.
For this case, the end effector is required to install
a strut between a fixed node and the free end of a
cantilevered strut that is deflected by gravity. For
this case, the end effector is moved along the installa-
tion path to the approach point, which is about 10 cm
in front of the installation point. From the approach
point, one end of the end effector is moved to the de-
fleeted node of the cantilevered strut and the fingers
are closed, thus capturing the receptacle. After cap-
turing the deflected receptacle, the end effector is
moved to the installation point. At tile installation
point, the strut is inserted into both node recepta-
cles and the joints are locked. This procedure was
adopted because the deflection of tile cantilevered
struts was repeatable within the capture envelope
of the end-effector fingers. The capture and move-
ment of gravity-deflected struts to their installation
position made the assembly task performed in these
tests more difficult than the installation position-
ing required for space assembly, because any dis-
placements encountered in 0g should be significantly
smaller than those encountered in 19.
The third strut installation case, pyramid com-
pletion, is similar to the capture installation case ex-
cept the captured node receptacle is connected to
two cantilevered struts and the gravity-induced de-
flections are not as large. The robot moves for the
pyramid-completion sequence are similar to those of
the capture sequence; however, the direction of dis-
placement of the two connected struts is restricted
to the normal to the plane formed by them. When
the strut in the pyramid-completion sequence is in-
stalled, a substructural pyramid or a stable frame is
completed.
Strut Assembly Sequence
Tile sequence in which the struts are assembled
is illustrated in figure 16 and the rules that govern
the development for this test. series are listed in
the appendix. The wide lines in figure 16 indicate
the ring boundaries, and the numerals in the center
of the hexagonal cells designate the cell numbers.
The numbers outside the perimeter of the second
ring represent cell numbers for the third ring, which
are required to identify' six of the struts on the
boundary. Tile small numbers adjacent to each
strut represent the sequence in which the inembers
are installed. The three nodes in the center of
the bottom face are preattached to the rotational
motion base. These nodes arc fixed and used as
anchor points for stabilizing the assembled members.
The first six struts installed compose the center
tetrahedron that, supported by the three anchor
points, serves as the initial structural unit. Struts
with nodes lying in the top face are then added
around the perimeter to form the first ring. The
second ring is assembled cireumferentially in two
parts. Those core struts that connect the top nodes
of the first ring to the lower nodes of the second
ring and tile struts that interconnect the lower nodes
of the second ring are installed first. The core
struts that connect the upper and lower nodes of
the second ring and the interconnecting struts in the
top face of the second ring are installed to complete
the process. The rules governing the development of
the sequence (see appendix) do not overconstrain the
selection of struts so that there is only one option
available as the sequence progresses. Coordination
of the assembly sequence with the availability of
struts in the pallets, however, significantly reduces
the available options. Generally, several potential
strut candidates are available at each step, and the
choice, in many cases, is arbitrary.
Force and Torque Position Control
During strut acquisition from a pallet and instal-
lation in the truss, the end effector is coupled between
two structurally stiff components: (1) the robot arm,
and (2) the struts that are restrained by pallets or by
the receptacles attached to the truss nodes. A small
error in positioning by the robot or the motion bases
will induce large loads in the end effector that may
cause the mechanical components to bind, and result
in a command failure. The positioning repeatability
reported by the robot manufacturer (0.01 cm) and
the repeatability measured on the motion bases (ap-
proximately 0.02 cm, according to ref. 3) are high;
however_ they do not take into account all condi-
tions, many of which are difficult to control. For
example, the base frames of the X and Y motion
bases are aluminmn and variations in temperature
can result in significant deformations; the external
temperature changes to the robot, as well as heat-
ing of the robot motors, can affect robot repeat-
ability; the truss members have small length errors;
and modifications to the end effcctor cause changes
in tile mass and/or mass distribution. All of these
size variations affect the position and orientation of
taught points. The forces and torques produced by
position displacements, which were measured by the
load cell located between the robot wrist and the
end effector, were used to direct robot reposition-
ing. Commanded translation and rotation moves to
reduce the loads were based on the following linear
relation:
Load - Bias load
Position adjustment = Stiffness constant
The stiffness constants for the force axes were deter-
mined empirically and were assumed to be the same
along all three translation axes. The stiffness con-
stants for the three moment axes were also empiri-
cally determined, but they were different, primarily
because of the length of the end effector. Bias loads
were used in conditions in which changing the tare
is desirable. For example, to remove a strut from
the pallet, the end effector is moved toward the strut
until the force exerted on the end effector is 89 N.
This empirically determined condition ensures that
the end-effector latches would bc forced closed and
the strut would be captured when the latches were
commanded to be locked.
The load cell is nulled to remove the mass of the
end effector at the operating orientation before mak-
ing contact with a strut or pallet. To reposition the
robot arm after contact, the force-torque control al-
gorithm computes the three translations and three
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rotations based on the linear relationship, and the
arIn is commanded to move to this location. The
loads at the new position are then obtained and the
cycle is repeated. If the load and torque measured
along any axis is less than a specified deadband value,
that load is ignored. Also, limits are imposed on each
commanded displacement and rotation. Deadband
and limit values were empirically established as the
following: deadband force, 3.6 N; deadband moment,
0.57 N-m; displacement linlit, 0.025 cm; and rotation
limit, 0.01 °. The positioning control algorithm is cy-
cled until one of tile following terminating conditions
is satisfied: (1) all six components are simultaneously
within their respective deadband values, (2) the al-
gorithm has cycled through 30 iterations, (3) an ex-
ternal signal from another component indicates that
an event has occurred that eliminated the need for
additional positioning control. Ternfinating condi-
tion 3 may occur when a strut is being acquired from
a pallet and microswitches on the strut holder indi-
cate that the spring-loaded latches are closed. Force
and torque position control is routinely incorporated
in all installation and removal sequences that require
tile end effector to contact or be coupled to a con-
strained component. The passive guidance features
on the end effector, the strut receptacle, and the
alignment adapter are instrumental ill guiding the
robot arm to a position where the loads along all
axes are within the deadband. Final positioning dis-
placements for reliable operation of the end effector
were approximately 0.005 cm.
Strut Pallet Operations
Strut acquisition is initiated with the end effec-
tot at the canister approach point, at which the
receptacle fingers are closed to prevent collisions with
adjacent struts in the pallet and the force-torque
load cell is nulled. Each strut has an assigned pal-
let and slot number stored in the database. To
acquire a strut, the end effector is moved in a hor-
izontal plane to a location immediately above tile
strut and then vertically down to a point arbitrarily
selected to be 6.4 cm above the strut. This point,
which is referred to as the canister grasp point, is
a relative point and is computed as an offset to the
canister approach point. This technique minimized
the database storage and reduced the time and effort
required to teach each of the 102 individual strut
locations. At the canister grasp point, the end-
effector platform is extended, and the receptacle fin-
gers are opened on the end with any preattached
node. The end effector is then moved vertically
toward the strut to a point where the strut grippers
should begin to make initial contact, and control is
transferredto theforce-torqueposition-controlalgo-
rithnl. Therobotmovestheendeffeetorincrenlen-
tally towardthestrutalongtheif-axis and the force-
torque algorithm adjusts the y'- and zCpositions a_s
required to mininfize the loads along these axes.
Movement toward the strut continues until the load
cell indicates an if-axis bias load of 89 N or the
nficroswitchcs on the strut [atches indicate they have
closed. When either of these conditions is satisfied,
tile strut latciles arc commanded to close. The robot
is again repositioned to remove all forces and torques
(including the 89-N bias load) and t,o eliminate any
binding that may occur between the strut and pallet,
that could cause the pallet to be lifted as the strut
is removed. The platform is then retracted and the
strut carried to the canister approach point where
the fingers are opened in preparation for installation.
MotioTt-Base Move,s
The installation of each strut requires that the
base of the robot be at a particular location with
respect to the assemi)led position of the strut in the
structure; consequently, there is a set of motion-lmse
positions for the installation of each strut. A silnple
positioning algorithm was developed to rcposition
the motion bases so that the robot arln would not
collide wit;h any of the struts previously assenfl)led.
Tiffs algorithm requires that the current motion-
}/ase t)ositions, the requiretl motion-base positions,
and the geometry of the t:urrc'ntly assembled struts
be eomt)ute(t and (:hecke(l for t)otcntial (:o]lisions.
Motion-base inov(_s are s('(tuence(t to avoi(l collisions
aiM, in some cases, ad(titional collision avoi(tance
inoves are required. All moves are made with the
rot)ot arm in the rest. position (canister apt)roach
point) to minimize the distance the arm extends
toward the truss. The collision avoi(ianee algorithm
is des('ribed in reference 5.
Strut [r_stallation
A strut is inserted in tim truss by moving the end
effector to the location where the recel)tacle fingers
are over the vee groove notch of the joint receptacle,
as shown in figure 5. The fingers are closed in
the vee notch anti clamp onto tile receptacles with
minimal free play. When the fingers are in the
closed t)osition, the cam drive mechanism does not
pernfit them to t)e forced open. If the end effector
is misaligned, the fingers are designed to cat)ture the
receptacle at ally location within a 2.5-era-radius by
1.4-cnl-ltmg cylindrical envelope and to guide the
end effector by force-torque control to a location
suital)le for installation. Ttm strut eonimctor phmger
is pushed into the recet)tacle while tile fingers grasp
the receptaeles.
The platform is held at. the installation t)osition
while a small gear-hea(t motor rotates the locking trot
to secure the joint. The locking nut is turned until
Oil(' of the following events occurs: (1) the nlotor cur-
rent reaches a value that correspon(ts to a pre(h,fine(t
torque associat.c(1 with a locked joint, (2) the num-
ber of motor rotations exceeds a predefined nominal
value, or (3) a predefine(t t.ime limit is cx(:eeded. If
either event (2) or (3) occurs, or the nunfl)er of nit)-
tor turns is less than a pre(tefined value, the oper-
ator is alerted for a l)otential error. After the joint
is successflllly h)cked, the strut latches are rcleasett,
the platform is retracted, the receptacle fingers are
ot)ened, and the en(t effector is move(t l)ack to the
rest t)osition via the installation path.
Pallet Tmn,sfcr Opcrrztion.s"
The pallet pickup t)rocedure is similar to the strut
acquisition procedure; the same end-effector latch
mechanisnls an(t software routines are use(t. The
locations (if the pallets in t)olh the supply an(t storage
canisters are calculated _ksoffsets fl'om taught t)oints.
The pallets traverse tile canister against nylon guides
at, tile corner posts. To store a pallet, th(, strut
latches are eonunanded to open slightly above the
store position, then the arm is conmmn(te(t to move
(town in inerenlents until a force of 156 N is at)plied
to the t)allet Iron(ties. These conmmnds force the
l)allet into a set of spring-loade(l I)ins, which hol(t it,
ill place.
ET'I'of _c(:o?_cry
If a. sensor detects that all actuator eonlinaild is
not successflll, the executive t)rogram pauses the sys-
t.em and notifies the operator by displaying a mmm
with poteJ_tia] corrective commands. The operator
repositions the video cameras with the manual pan,
tilt, and zoom features to determine the current phys-
ical situation, an(t then selects a comman(t from the
menu. The sensor is checked again at. the comple-
tion of the selected command. If the con(tition that
initiate(t the pause is not corrected, the error nlenu
is again displayed so that another command may be
selected. The operator may choose to ignore the con-
dition and proceed. If the condition is ignored, the
anomaly is considered to be of little consequence.
When the sensor check indicates that the condition
is resolved, the automated system resulnes operation
at the step folh)wing the one where the pause oc-
curred. If a local problem camlot be resolved, the
operatt)r may reverse the operation and return the
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systemto theinitial state. This capabilityrelieves
the operatorof havingto recalldetailedsequences
of componentlevelcommandsand manuallyback-
trackingto the initial state. An assemblyerror is
recordedwhenafailedactuatorcommandis followed
byanoperatorinitiatedcommandthat changesthe
normalinstallationsequenceor the robotposition.
An operatorinitiatedpausefollowedby directcom-
ponentcommands,ratherthan a normalreturn to
theautomatedsequence,is alsoconsideredanerror.
If a pauseconditionisassociatedwith thehardware
andtheoperatoris unsuccessfulin resolvingit from
the console,the last resortis to entertheassembly
areawith therobotdisabledandmanuallyintervene.
Tests, Data Acquisition, and Analysis
A total of four end-to-endassemblysequences,
eachfollowedbyanend-to-endisassemblysequence,
havebeenconducted.The first two assemblyse-
quenceswerepreliminaryteststhat resultedin a
numberof minor hardwareand softwaremodifica-
tions. The last two sequenceshavebeenanalyzed
to establisha setof baselineresultsby (1) examin-
ing thetimerequiredto performeachassemblytask
that relieson traditionalrobotictechniques,(2)ex-
aminingthe reliabilityof thesystemto determineif
the mechanicalandsoftwareconceptsimplemented
aresuitablefor spaceapplications,and (3)evaluat-
ing the effectivenessof tile commandsavailableto
theoperatorto resolveall errorconditionswith the
availablevideocoverageandavailablemenuoptions.
Eachassemblytestisinitiatedwith thethreesup-
port nodesattachedto the rotationalmotionbase
andall strutsarrangedin thepalletsstackedin the
supplycanister.Therobotandthemotionbasesare
commandedto predefinedpositionsby theoperator
to verifytheir calibration.Afterallcalibrationshave
beenverified,theoperatorinitiatedtheassemblyse-
quence.Timingforstrut installationbeginswith the
robotarmat the restpositionabovethestrut can-
ister. Seventime segmentsarerecordedin the se-
quencethat waspreviouslydiscussedandillustrated
in figure11.Thefirst segmenttimestherobotasit
movestheendeffectorto theacquirepositionimme-
diatelyabovethedesiredstrut in the canister.The
secondsegmenttimesthefollowing:(1) force-torque
controlledrepositioningof the end effectorat the
strut acquisitionpoint, (2) lockingthe end-effector
latches,(3) repositioningthearmagain,and(4)re-
tractingthe platform.Thethird segmenttimesthe
returnof the endeffectorto the restposition.The
fourth segmentimesthe movementof the motion
basesto their predefinedlocations,which includes
collisionavoidancemaneuvers.The fifth segment
timestherobotarmasit movesalongthepreplanned
path to the installationpoint. The sixth segment
timesthefollowing:(1) force-torquecontrolledrepo-
sitioningafterclosureof the fingers,(2)strut inser-
tion, and (3) joint locking. The seventhsegment
timesthe armduringmovesalongthe returnpath
to therestposition.Severalof thesesegmentsmight
appearto besimilarfor all struts(e.g.,armmotion
fromthe restpositionto the installationpoint and
thereturn (segments3 and7)). However,the inter-
mediatemovesrequiredto capturethereceptaclesof
thecantileveredmembersmakethe timesfor these
segmentsdifferent.
Theautomatedtestsfollowedthemanuallydevel-
opedstrut assemblysequencestoredin a predefined
commandfile. The entireassemblyoperation,in-
cludingtransferofemptypalletsto thestoragecanis-
ter, is automated.Datafor assemblytimeanderror
recoveryarerecordedby the operatorwith a per-
sonalcomputerspreadsheetprogram.Theoperator
recordsthetimeofeachsegmentof thesequenceand
eacherrorwithsinglekeystrokecommands.Theop-
eratoralsorecordsthetypeoferrorandtherecovery
optionsemployed.Followingthetests,thedatawere
analyzedto determinethetimeforthevariousstrut
installationsegmentsandthe variationin time for
strutswith identicalinstallationconditions.Errors
wereexaminedto identifysystematicproblemsthat
maybeassociatedwithoperationalprocedures,hard-
warefailures,orerrorsin taughtpoints.Recoveryop-
tionswereexaminedto identifythoseproblemsthat
maybe resolvedby an automatedroutineor min-
imizedby additionalsensorsand/or hardwareand
softwareimprovements.To avoidoperatorfatigue,
all testswereperformedin timeblocksof 4 to 6 hr,
insteadof a continuoustart-to-finishoperation.
Results and Discussion
AssemblyTime Results
The total time required to acquire and install each
strut during assembly and to remove and store each
strut during disassembly is shown for each test in fig-
ure 17. The assembly proceeds in ascending order by
strut number and disassembly proceeds by descend-
ing order. The total time, indicated by the height
of each bar, includes all seven time segments, but
it does not include the time to assess and correct
errors. The various error conditions and the time re-
quired to assess and correct them will be discussed
later. The average time required to install a strut
is slightly over 9 min and the average time to re-
move a strut is slightly below 9 min. These aver-
ages were obtained by summing the total time for
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eachstrut anddividingbythenumberof strutssuc-
cessfullyinstalledor removed.Tile installationand
removaltimesfor both testsrangedfroma lowof
about7 min per strut to a highof about 12min
perstrut. The5 minrangeof assemblytimesoccurs
becauseof thefollowingfactors:(1)somestrutsre-
quiredoneor moreof themotionbasesto be moved
and others required no motion-base moves, (2) some
struts that required motion-base moves also required
extra moves to satisfy collision avoidance conditions,
(3) the length and the complexity of the path and
the speed of the robot in traversing the path seg-
ments from the canister approach point to tile in-
stallation point were different for the various struts,
(4) the installation path for struts that connect t.o
cantilevered members required intermediate moves
and end-effector operations to capture the receptacle
and place it. at the installation location, and (5) tile
amomlt of time required for force-torque reposition-
ing (at 1 sec per cycle) varied from a few seconds to
as much as 2 rain.
The operational time for both installation and
removal of any given strut is generally repeatable
(within about 1 rain) from test. A to test B. Four-
teen struts in the assembly test and 21 struts in
the disassembly test have a variation between the
tests greater than 1 rain. This variation is due pri-
marily to (1) the number of cycles required by the
force-torque algorithm to reposition the end effector
and (2) upgrading the collision avoidance algorithm
between tests A and B. The data indicate that, in
most cases, the difference in motion-base t.ime is re-
st)onsible for the variation in time between assembly
tests A and B. The standard deviation (o) was con>
puled from the data for each test and is shown in fig-
ure 17. The standard deviation for each of the tests
is slightly over 1 rain. The results for struts 31 and 43
in assembly test A, strut 94 in assembly test B, and
strut 29 in disassemtfly test B were not included in
the figure because an error condition occurred during
their installation and removal that required manual
intervention.
The time to install any specific strut is generally
different from the time required to remove the strut.
This difference occurs because moves of the motion
bases for assembly may be different from those
required R)r disassenlbly. Also, the assembly t.ime
includes one more force-torque repositioning cycle
than the disassemifly time. Because the effects of
force-torque repositioning and motion-base moves
have the potential to significantly vary' the test re-
suits shown in figure 17, the times required for these
two segments were subtracted and these results are
presented in figure 18. The average time for the
two deleted time segments was slightly over 2 rain
for each test set. The standard deviations indicated
in figure 18 for both the assembly and disassembly
tests are significantly reduced from those in figure 17.
About 80 percent of the times for both the a_ssembly
and disassembly tests are within :ill standard devi-
ation. The time for struts with differences exceed-
ing ±1 standard deviation were examined and the
data indicated that a higher than normal end-effector
mechanism time (segments 2 and 6) was recorded
in one of the tests. The reason for this difference,
however, could not be determined from the data.
The remaining source of variation in time between
struts within a test set. was the effect of the path. The
time required for installation and remowfl of struts
in positions 6_2, 8_4, 10_8, and 12_8 are shown in
the bar graphs in figure 19. These particular paths
were selected because they represent various installa-
tion conditions, several levels of path complexity, and
each path is used at least six times during a test. The
results were similar to those shown in figure 18 be-
cause they do not include the time for force-torque
repositioning and motion-base moves. Note that the
installation and removal times are generally the same
for a given path condition. The 6_2 path with capture
installation condition generally requires more time
than the other paths illustrated. The results are gen-
erally consistent, although the standard deviation is
higher than might be anticipated with those segments
that have the highest identifiable variation removed.
The remaining differences may result from operator-
initiated tiIning anomalies; however, the exact cause
could not be determined.
The total time for each segment of the assembly
and disassembly sequence was summed for all struts
successfully installed and removed; the results are
presented in figure 20. The time for the segments
in the individual tests as well as the averages for
both tests are shown at the top of the figure. The
percentages are illustrated in the pie chart at the
t)ottom of the figure. Evaluation of the results on this
basis permits the various segments to be examined by
their relative size for the total operation. Although
there are relatively large variations in the times of
individual struts, as discussed previously, the total
times for the various segments were repeatable. The
largest variation for the assembly test was just over
5 percent and occurred in segments A, C, and F.
Several of the segments in the disassembly tests had
larger variations, with the two largest occurring in
segments H and N. However, segments H and N
are small; therefore, this larger variation did not
significantly affect the total time.
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The largesttime incrementsassociatedwith ac-
quiringthe strut fromthe palletandinstallingthe
strut in thetrussareB andF,asindicatedonthepie
chartof figure20.Bothoperationsinvolvesignificant
time for force-torquerepositioningwhichis slowin
the current systembecausethe algorithmis per-
formediterativelyoutsidethe robotcontrolsystem
andtherangeof movesis limitedasasafetyprecau-
tion. Eachforce-torquerepositioningiterationtyp-
ically requiresabout 1secto perform;the datain-
dicatesthat 1to 2 rain werefrequentlyrequiredto
reducetheloadsto within thedeadbandvalues.The
input andoutput for actuatorsandsensorson the
endeffectorarecontrolledby ananalogsystemthat
isapartoftherobotelectronics.Simpleend-effector
operationslike acquiringa strut by theendeffector
(andremovalfromtheendeffector)typicallyinvolve
severalactuatorand sensorchecks, each of which
require approximately 1 sec to perform. The time
for both actuator and sensor verification and force-
torque repositioning could be significantly reduced
by placing tile force-torque repositioning under the
conunand of the robot controller, and the end effector
under the eonmmnd of a dedicated microprocessor.
Robot arm movements to transport the end ef-
lector from the rest. position to the installation point
and return require about 30 percent of the approxi-
mate 9 rain assembly time fi)r each strut and involve
robot ann speeds from 5 to 18 cm/see. Higher robot
arm translational speeds were initially considered;
however, the operator indicated that higher robot
speeds were not desirable because the end effector
was occasionally within 2 to 3 cm of installed struts.
The oI)erator nmst have time to intervene to prevent
collisions, and there were several locations along in-
stallation and removal paths where the robot nmst
move in close proximity to installed struts or fixed
components. Not only is reaction time critical, but
the operator nmst be comfortabh_ with the operating
speed so that stress is minimal.
Estimated Time for Assembly in Space
The results of the tests reported herein were ex-
amined to estimate the time required for assembly of
the system in space. The average strut installation
time in figure 20 was adjusted for differences that
could occur during assembly in space and the result-
ing projection rounded to 0.10 rain is illustrated in
figure 21. The time increment for segments B, D,
and F are estimates based on anticipated technol-
ogy developments. For example, an in-space system
is anticipated to have two major characteristics that
will significantly affect installation time that are not
included in the current systenl. First., an in-space
system is anticipated to have active compliance pro-
vided by force-torque feedback in the robot control
loop. This feedback will eliminate the lengthy force-
torque repositioning sequences included in time seg-
ments B and F. Therefore, the robot repositioning
times included in the results shown in figure 20 were
eliminated from time segments B and F in figure 21.
Second, an in-space system is anticipated to have a
distributed computational architecture controlled by
an executive scheduler that will permit parallel op-
erations to occur. Parallel operations will permit the
motion bases to reposition the truss and move the
robot to the required position while the strut is be-
ing acquired from the pallet. Therefore, the time for
segment D in figure 20 was eliminated from the esti-
mated time for an in-space system in fgure 21. These
changes result in an anticipated average strut instal-
lation time of 4.4 to 5.4 rain for an in-space assembly
system. This installation time is slightly over half of
that required for installation in the current system.
Comparison With Simulated EVA
Assembly Results
The assembly times projected from the tests re-
ported herein were compared with those times for
manned assembly tests performed in a neutral buoy-
ancy sinmlation and reported in reference 6. The
neutral buoyancy tests used sinfilar size test hard-
ware, but tile truss joints were designed for rapid
assenfl)ly by astronauts; therefore, tile joint lock-
ing mechanism was different. In the neutral buoy-
ancy tests, a section of a tetrahedral truss consist-
ing of 12 nodes and 31 struts was assembled by two
pressure-suited test subjects. In the two assembly
tests that were conducted, the average time to in-
stall tile struts was slightly under 0.7 rain per strut.
This time was considerably less than either the ap-
proximately 9 min required for assembly in the in-
vestigation reported herein or the projected fastest
time of 4.4 rain for an automated system in space
(fig. 21). The factors effecting the difference in the
time required for the two tests are as follows: (1) the
paths used by an astronaut for acquiring and posi-
tioning struts easily conform to the existing structure
and collisions are less likely to be catastrophic; there-
fore, the path is shorter and the translation speeds
may be much higher than those of a machine con-
trolled system; (2) the end effector requires time to
command actuators and check sensors; and (3) the
end-effector must grasp struts at a specific location
to nmintain position and alignment.
Rapid assembly time is critical for astronauts be-
cause the time available for EVA is limited. Speed
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ismuchlesssignificantfor anautomatedsystembe-
causeit canoperatecontinuouslyfor longperiods
andbe monitoredin shiftsfrom Earth. Although
thetime requiredto assembletrussstructureswith
a space-qualifiedsystemis anticipatedto beabout
one-halfthetimerequiredin thecurrentlaboratory
tests,it mayneverbeasrapidastheassemblydone
by astronautsduringanEVA.Also,neitherthetest
performedin thecurrentinvestigationorthetestre-
portedin reference7 presenthetotal timefor con-
struction. Taskssuchastransferof materialsand
equipmento the worksite,or optimizationof the
procedurewerenot considered.Althoughcompar-
isonsof time for humansandmachinesto perform
similaroperationsarefrequentlymade,theyareof
little valuewithoutexaminingbroaderaspects,such
asthe total time to completeall tasks. The over-
ridingconsiderationfor anautomatedassemblysys-
temisthecapabilityto completealltasksandhandle
errorconditionswithouttheneedforEVA.Themost
criticalindicatorof success,therefore,is thecapabil-
ity of theoperatorto resolveall errorconditionsfrom
theconsole.
Error Conditions and Resolution
A numberof error conditionswereencountered
during the tests reportedherein. The struts and
tile time requiredto identifyandcorrecttheerrors
for eachstrut areshownin figure22. Forassembly
testA, 70errorsoccurredduringtheinstallationof
59struts. ForassemblytestB, 52errorsoccurred
duringtheinstallationof 41struts. Eacherrorcon-
ditionrequiredanaverageof 2rainto correct.Most
errorsoccurredwhentheendeffectorwaspositioned
at thetrussduringinstallation;noneoccurredwhile
acquiringthestrut fromthecanister.Theerrorsas-
sociatedwithpositioningtheendeffectorat thetruss
generallycausedthe fingerson the endeffectorto
completelymissthe veegrooveon thejoint recep-
tacleorpreventedtheplatformfromfully extending
duringinsertionof the joint connectorinto the re-
ceptacle.Theerrorsourcesthat causedthe fingers
to misstheveegrooveontile joint receptacleareas
follows.First, therobotarmwouldoccasionallylose
calibrationandwouldgo to a stablepositionwith
theforearmrolledseveraldegreesfromthecalibrate
position.After this event,the taughtpointsof the
robotarmwouldmisorienthe endeffectorby sev-
eraldegrees,andpredictingwhenandwhythiserror
wouldoccurwasdifficult.Thisproblemwouldnotbe
expectedto occurwith a space-qualifiedrobotarm.
Second,althoughtherobotarmwasstiff,differences
in massof the endeffectorwith differentstrut con-
ditionscausechangesin end-effectorpositioning.To
minimizethenumberof taught,points,thiscondition
wasnot accountedfor. Third, althoughthe deflec-
tionof thecantileveredcorestrutswasgenerallyre-
peatable,the corestrutson thetrussperimeterdid
not havea full complimentof receptacles.There-
fore,theydidnot havea massaslargeasthat of the
interiornodeswhichhad a full complimentof nine
attachedreceptacles.
Analysisof thedataindicatesthat duringassem-
bly testsA andB, theoperatorwasrequiredto cor-
rect positioningerrorsfor overhalf the struts in-
stalledin thecaptureandpyramidcompletion cases.
The variations in cantilever-deflected position due to
mass and thermally induced expansion errors in the
robot and motion-base system likely account for all
the positioning errors. The lg laboratory environ-
ment without gravity compensation made using t.ra-
ditional robotic procedures challenging. The errors
that caused the fingers to miss the vee groove were
corrected by the operator with a position adjust rou-
tine that commands the arm to move incrementally
along the end-effector coordinate axes.
The errors associated with failure to fully extend
the end-effeetor platform were caused by the shoulder
of the receptacle hitting the connector and blocking
entry of the connector plunger. These errors occurred
primarily during the installation of struts that were
cantilevered after installation and during installa-
tion of struts to those cantilevered struts. These
errors were resolved by the operator with the posi-
tion adjust routine. However, in future tests they
could be effectively resolved by improving the passive
guidance features of the truss joint and stiffening the
side support of the end-effeetor fingers. The passive
guidance ramps at the entrance to the receptacle are
at angles too shallow to be effective. In conducting
tests of this type, the total set of operations should be
repeated often enough to ensure that the opera-
tor encounters nearly all possible problems. The
frequent o_currenee of a problem type provides
insight into design modifications that should be
implemented.
As indicated in figure 22, fewer errors were en-
countered (luring disassembly of the truss than were
encountered during assembly, especially for test A.
Most errors with the disassembly sequence were sim-
ilar to those that occurred during the assembly se-
quence, and the majority were associated with posi-
tioning the end effector at the truss. The disassembly
requires fewer struts to be captured in displaced po-
sitions. Unlike the assembly sequence, however, sev-
eral errors did occur at the canister while placing the
struts in the pallet slots. These errors occurred be-
cause the alignment of the strut with the pallet slot is
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morecriticalin a storesequencethan thealignment
of theendeffeetorwith thestrut in anacquirese-
quence.Overall,offsetsto a singletaughtpointfor
operationsin thecanisterweremoresuccessfulthan
multipletaughtpointsfor strut installationandre-
movalat thetruss. (Thecanisterwasat a fixedpo-
sitionontheY-axis motion base and there are fewer
potential sources of positioning error.) The data in
figure 22 indicate that more errors occurred during
test B disassembly than during test A disassembly. A
review of the results indicate that the error increase
is likely due to a decreased attention to robot arm
calibration during test B disassembly.
Although the operator successfully corrected posi-
tion errors and effectively performed the truss assem-
bly, the reliance on taught points for close position-
ing is not adequate for space operations. Simulating
all cases of 0g positioning in a terrestrial based lab-
oratory, as well as the thermal conditions that can
affect positioning requirements, would be too diffi-
cult to teach points accurately enough for in-space
assembly. These difficulties highlight the need for a
sensor system mounted on the end effector with the
capability to detect both position and range of the
receptacles and an algorithm to guide the arm to the
installation point. As a result of the tests reported
herein, considerable work has been done to develop a
machine vision capability for assembly of the current
truss. Preliminary tests conducted on tile machine
vision system can be found in reference 7.
Twice during assembly A and once during assem-
bly B, manual intervention was required for similar
conditions. The entry of the strut joint into the re-
ceptacle was blocked because the connector did not
have adequate passive guidance. The truss is a re-
dundant structure, however, small errors in member
lengths can accumulate to cause internal loads and
errors in the position of the receptacles. Studies have
been conducted on the effect of member length errors
on the position and internal loads in truss structures
and are reported in reference 8. The potential for
this condition was known during the design; conse-
quently, passive guidance features were incorporated
in the receptacle and connector. However, the angles
were too shallow and they were not as effective as
anticipated. The fingers and their supporting struc-
ture were not adequate to provide the necessary stiff-
ness for positioning. The fingers were designed pri-
marily to position receptacles that were attached to
cantilever-supported struts.
Test Observations
All tests, including the two preliminary assembly
and disassembly tests, were performed by the same
operator. The preliminary tests permitted the op-
erator to gain experience and become proficient in
using the menus for error diagnosis and resolution.
The success of the operator in using the menus to
correct the errors from the console is very encour-
aging for the future development of in-space assem-
bly systems. The tests did indicate, however, that
all assembly and disassembly operations must be un-
der automated computer control with built-in checks
arid limits. It is difficult for even a highly experi-
enced operator to remember all the steps and checks
involved in a segment of the assembly sequence. All
manual commands in an in-space operating system
should be verified by on-line knowledge based tools
to ascertain advisability and safety before execution.
The capability to pause the system at any time to
survey conditions and verify a particular sequence or
the operation of a sensor proved to be essential.
The operator was able to successfully monitor
most end-effector operations with the limited video
coverage and command adjustments on the hardware
components with a few visual enhancements. Vi-
sual markings that assist the operator in determining
the direction and amount of adjustment required for
manually controlled repositioning are critical. How-
ever, video coverage was riot adequate to evaluate po-
tential collision conditions between the end effector
and many previously installed struts.
The concept of the end effector grappling the strut
receptacle to assist in inserting a strut was oper-
ationally essential. Alternative techniques such as
using the robot arm to push the strut directly into
the receptacle were considered in the development,
but they were abandoned for the current approach
because misalignment could not have been compen-
sated for by repositioning because no reference po-
sition would be available. Also hill instrumentation
of the end effeetor was critical to confirm the suc-
cess of each command, and to provide the operator
with status information. The operations and sensor
checks performed on the end effector during strut
acquisition and installation for the current system
are very basic, although they involve approximately
33 command and check operations.
The assembly and disassembly tests conducted
were successful in identifying potential problem ar-
eas, many of which would not have been readily
anticipated or incurred through simulation studies.
Addressing the total integrated task, instead of in-
dependent bench testing of component parts, forced
all aspects of the task to be evaluated. A significant
portion of the system capability has been empirically
developed and a larger number of installation condi-
tions were accounted for in this terrestrial-based test
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thanwouldberequiredforanautomatedsystemop-
eratingin 09. Althoughthe currenttest resultsin-
dicatethat additionaldevelopmentsin specificareas
needto beexamined,automatedin-spaceassembly
of largetrussstructuresfor precisionantennasis a
desirableandviableconstructionmethod.
Concluding Remarks
A numberofproposedspacemissionsincludepre-
cisionreflectorsthat arelargerin diameterthanany
currentor proposedlaunchvehicle.Mostof these
reflectorswill requirea trussto accuratelyposition
the reflectorpanels,andthesetrussstructurestyp-
ically incorporatehundredsof struts. Member-by-
memberinstallationusingspecialroboticmanipula-
tors,controlledbya supervisedautonomoussystem,
appearsto offersignificantpotentialfor assemblyof
thesetrussesin space.A researchprogramhasbeen
conductedto developthetechnologyrequiredfor an
automatedsystemcapableofperformingtherequired
assemblytasks.Thefocusof thisresearchasbeen
on the hardwareconcepts,the softwarecontrolsys-
tem,andtheoperatorinterfacesthat arenecessary
to reliablyperformthe assemblytasksandhandle
errorconditions.A specialfacilitywasconstructed
andseveralassemblytestsof a 102-strutetrahedral
trusswereconducted.
A setof baselinetestswereconductedaroundtra-
ditional"pickandplace"roboticprocedures,which
arefrequentlyusedin industrialapplications.These
traditionalproceduresgenerallyrelyontheposition-
ingrepeatabilityof all movablecomponentsfor suc-
cessfuloperation. Theywereusedin the baseline
testsbecausemanyrobotshaveinadequateabsolute
positioningcapabilityto moveto a computedglobal
locationwith the requiredaccuracyfor the assem-
bly task.Fourend-to-endassemblysequencesof the
trusswereconducted,eachfollowedby an end-to-
end disassemblysequence.The first two sequence
setswerepreliminarytestsresultingin a numberof
minorhardwareandsoftwaremodifications.Thelat-
ter twosequencesetswereanalyzedto establishtime
linesagainstwhichfutureteststhat mayincorporate
modificationscanbecompared.All automatedop-
erationsin the testswerecontrolledby predefined
sequencesstoredin a commandfile. The operator
intervenedonly'whenthesystempausedbecauseof
thefailureofa sensorto receivetheproperresponse
to anactuatorcommand.An errorwasconsidered
to occurwhenthe operatorwasrequiredto initiate
directcomponentcommandsfromtheconsoleto re-
solvethe conditionthat initiatedthe pause,rather
thanto continuethenormalsequence.
Thetimeneededto acquireeachstrut fromasup-
ply palletandinstallit in thetrussduringassembly,
aswellasto removeastrut fromthetrussandstoreit
in apalletduringdisassembly,wasrecordedforeach
ofthe102strutmembers.Theaveragetimerequired
to performtheassemblyanddisassemblyoperations
wasapproximately9 rain perstrut. The variation
for individualstrutswithin thetestsisabout5 rain
becausesomestrutsrequiredthebaseof therobotto
berepositionedpriorto theinstallation;thedistance,
complexity,andspeedof therobot ill traversingthe
path from the canisterto the installationposition
differedfor variousstruts;andfinal end-effectorpo-
sitioifingrequiredforceandtorquecontrolledrealign-
inent,whichvariedfromafewsecondsto 2nfin. The
timeforassemblyofanygivenstrut fromonetestto
thenextwasgenerallyrepeatablewithin 1 rain.
Thetest resultswereusedto estimatethestrut
installationtime for assemblyof the trussin space,
and4.4to 5.4rain perstrut canbeexpected.This
estimateis contingentonanticipatedimprovements
that includethe useof a dedicatedmicroprocessor
to initiate the sequenceof actuatorcommandsand
verify their successvia sensorchecks,theforceand
torquecontrolledrepositioningof the end effector
beingperformedwithin the robot controlloop,and
thesimultaneousinovementofsomecomponentscon-
trolledbyanexecutivescheduler.Theability of the
operatorto interveneshouhta collisionbeimminent
limits thespeedof assemblingthetrussinspace.The
approximaterobot speedusedin the testsreported
hereinwill be requiredfor assemblyof thetrussin
space.
Fora teleroboticin-spacesystemto be feasible,
the primaryconsiderationis likely to be the abil-
ity of the operatorto resolveall error conditions
fromtheconsolewithouttheneedforextravehicular
activity (EVA) support. Therefore,the error con-
ditionsandresolutionsencountereduringthe test
sequenceswereexamined.Seventyerrorsoccurred
during the installationof 59 struts in oneassem-
bly test and 52errorsoccurredduring the assem-
bly of 41struts in the secondassemblytest. The
operatorrequired,on average,about2 min to an-
alyzethe conditionandcorrectthe errorwith spe-
cially developederrormenuroutines. Most errors
wereassociatedwith positioningthe endeffectorat
thetrussandcouldnotbecorrectedbypassiveguid-
ancefeaturesincorporatedinto the currentdesign
of the endeffectorandjoint receptacle.Theoper-
atorwassuccessfulin correctingthe positioninger-
rorswith thesupportof a limitedvideosurveillance
system;however,the relianceon taughtpointsde-
velopedin a lg test systemappearsinadequatefor
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spaceoperations.Simulating0gpositioning,aswell
asall thermalconditionsthat are requiredfor the
accuratepositioningof anendeffectorduringspace
operationin a terrestriallaboratory,wouldbediffi-
cult. Thesedifficultieshighlighttheneedfor a ma-
chinevisioncapabilityto discriminatea passivetar-
getandproviderangeandpositioninginformationto
guidearobotforcloseproximitypositioning.Prelim-
inarytestsonamachinevisionsystemhavebeencon-
ductedin a subsequentinvestigationandtheresults
appearpromising.
Thetestsconductedin thecurrentinvestigation
weresuccessfulin performingthe autonomoustele-
roboticassemblyof the completetruss. A signifi-
cantportionofthesystemcapabilitywasempirically
developed,anda numberof conditionswereencoun-
teredwhichwouldnothavebeenreadilyanticipated
or incurredthroughsimulationstudies. The tests
wereconductedina lg laboratoryenvironmentwith-
out gravity compensation;therefore,a largernum-
berof installationconditionshad to beaccounted
for thanwouldberequiredfor anautomatedsystem
operatingin space.Addressingthetotal integrated
task,insteadof benchtestingof componentparts,
forcedall aspectsof the taskto beevaluated.Al-
thoughthe currenttest resultsindicatethat addi-
tionaldevelopmentsin specificareasneedto beex-
amined,automatedassemblyof trussstructuresin
spaceforprecisionantennasisadesirableandviable
constructionmethod.
NASALangleyResearchCenter
Hampton,VA23681-0001
April22,1994
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Appendix
Assembly Rules
Keyinformationfor thestrut assemblysequence
developedfor the testsreportedin this paperare
shownin tableA1. The "Strut number"represents
tileorderin whichthestrutswereinstalledasshown
in figure16. The "Strut name"is the identifierde-
finedin the "Truss"sectionand includesthe ring
number(R), cellnmnbe_r(C_),andclockpositions
of tile connectingnodesfromtheoperatorsperspec-
tive anddescribedin thesection"InstallationPosi-
tionsandRobot-ArmAssemblyPaths."Theheading
"Installationcondition"definestimconnectivitycon-
ditionfor this strut. Tile threepotentialconditions
aredirect.,capture,andpyramidcompletion.Those
struts labeled"direct"without a modifier("top" or
"bottom")areinstalledintoreceptaclesfxedat both
ends.Thestrutswitha modifierareinstalledonone
endonly andleft cantileveredwith thepreattached
nodein eitherthetopor bottomfaceof thetrussas
indicatedby the suffixmodifier.The "RobotreD>
encecondition"indicatestheactualring andcell in
figure16wheretherobot is locatedfor installation
andthestrut pathusedbytherobotforinstallation
of themember.All pathsarereferencedto a men>
ber ineitherof thetwocelltypesshownin figure14.
Most are referenced to ring 1 cell 1 (I(1C1) of the
test truss, which has the same orientation as cell A
in figure 14. The remainder are reDrenced to paths
in ring 2 cell 1 (R2C1), which is an inverted cell (des-
ignated by a prefix V) labeled as cell B in figure 14.
The heading "Motion-base position" defines the dis-
placement of the base of the robot with respect to
the reference cell for which the installation path was
taught an(t tile angle of the rotational motion base.
The headings "Pallet," "Slot," and "Node end" de-
fine the pallet and slot where each strut is located
and the end of tile strut that contains a preattached
nodt. The node locations in the pallet arc identi-
fied as "R" for right and "L" for left from the view
point of an ohserver looking in the U-direction of the
robot coordinate system (fig. 2(b)). When all pallets
are filled in the supply canister, the pallet at the top
is designated as the mmflmr 1 pallet, and the slot
nearest the robot is the number 1 slot.
The assembly sequence illustrat.e(t was developed
manually by using a set of guidelines that related
the general operational characteristics of the system,
structural considerations of the assembled compo-
nents, and packaging constraints. Most of the rules
would apply for a_ssembly in space of structures of
this type; however, some rules were dictated by the
lg environment. As indicated by examining figure 16,
assembly starts by installing the six struts that form
the center tetrahedron. Because a tctrahedron is a
stable truss unit, much of the assembly sequence is
developed around building tetrahedrons and connect-
ing them. The tetrahedrons arc connected to form
rings and the first ring, consisting of 24 struts, is com-
pleted before installing ans' members in the second
ring. The second ring is assembled in two parts. The
lower section which has nodes only in the bottom face
is assembled first. Then, the upper section, which has
nodes only in the top face, is assembled. This pro-
cedure was used as a convenience in tracking struts
so as not to inadvertently miss or block a strut, dur-
ing the development. Also, minimizing the number
of motion-base moves so that as many struts as pos-
sible were installed with the motion bases at a given
position was desirable. Also, minimizing the number
of different axes involved in motion-base moves was
considered. The number of taught installation points
and associated robot paths were minimized, although
as indicated, the total assembly required 19 different
installation paths to bc defined.
Two factors had a significant impact on the de-
velopment of the assembly plan. First, earl), in
the program all operations were attempted in the
lg laboratory environment without special supports
or gravity compensation devices. Therefore, only
core struts were installed at one end and left in a
cantilevered condition to minimize the gravity defor-
mation. After each core strut was installed, a face
strut was installed between the free end of the canti-
levered strut and a fixed node. A strut was never
cantilevered from the free end of another canti-
levered strut. Second, the core members with pre-
attached nodes had to be available and accessible in
the pallet. A limited number of struts with nodes
could be stored in each pallet and there was no pro-
vision for detaching a node and moving it from one
strut to another. Also, no consideration was given
to removing struts from pallets that were located in
the storage canister. All struts had to be removed
from a pallet before it was transferred; therefore,
some slots in selected pallets had to be left vacant.
Also, because of compact packaging, the struts in
tile pallet with nodes had to be removed before the
adjacent struts without nodes could be accessed be-
cause the end effector would collide with the recepta-
cles on the adjacent node. Coordination between the
structural aspects of the assembly operation, and the
availability and accessibility of struts in the pallets,
limits the "number of options in selecting struts for
installation.
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Table A1. Strut Assembly Sequence
Strut
number
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
Strut
nanle Installation
condition
R1C1/10_2
R1C1/12_2
R1C3/6_ID
R1C3/8_10
R1C2/6_2
R1C2/6A
Direct
Direct/top
Direct
Capture
Direct
Pyd. comp.
R1C2/12_2
R1C2/12_4
R2C7/6_4
R2C7/8A
R1C3/12_8
R1C3/6A
R1C3/8_4
R2C1/10_8
R2C1/12_8
R1C1/12_4
R1C1/10_8
R1C1/12_8
R2C4/12_2
R2C4/12_4
R1C2/SA
R1C2/12_8
R1C3/12_4
R1C1/8_4
Direct/top
Capture
Direct/top
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct/top
Capture
Direct/top
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct/top
Capture
Direct/top
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct
Direct
Direct
R1C2/10_8
R1C2/6_10
R1C2/10_2
R2C6/6_4
R2C7/10_8
R2C7/6_10
R2C6/6_2
R2C8/10_8
Direct/btm
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct
Direct/btm
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct/btm
aStrut name and robot reference condition:
R Truss ring C Truss cell
F Flipped path V Inverted cell
bNode end:
R Right end of pallet
L Left end of pallet
Motion-base position
Robot
reference
condition
(a) X, m
Center pyramid
R1C1/10_2 0
R1C1/12_2
R1C1/10_2
R1C1/12_2
R1C1/10_2
R1C1/12_2 ..
First ring
R1C1/F10_8 0
R1C1/12_8
RIC1/12_2
R1C1/12_4
R1C1/12A
R1C1/F10_8 i
R1C1/12_8
RIC1/F12_2
R1C1/12_4
R1C1/12A
R1C1/10_8 !
RIC1/12_8
R1C1/F12_2
R1C1/12_4
R1C1/12A
R1C1/8A
R1C1/8A
RIC1/8_4 ,,
Second ring (lower section)
R1C1/F6A 0
R1C1/6_2 0
R1C1/6_10 0
R1C1/12_2 1.73
R1C1/6_4 0
R1C1/6_2 0
R1C1/10_2 1.73
R1C1/F12_2 1.73
Y, In O, deg
0 0
0
120
120
-120
, -120
0 -120
o !
2
0 120
0
0
2
2 --
0 ()
0
0
2
2 -"
0 -120
- 120
12{)
"" 0
0 -120
0
0
1
2
2
-1 120
Pallet
1
Slot
3
5
4
6
7
11
9
8
13
10
12
1
2
5
4
6
9
7
13
8
11
12
3
10
Node
end
(b)
L
L
L
L
R
R
R
R
L
L
2O
TableA1. Continued
Strut
(-1
It2C7/6_2
I{2C7/10_2
R1C3/12_2
R 1C3/I O_2
R1C3/6 2
I{2(2{)/10 8
R2C1/12_2
I{2(:1/10_2
R2(79/6 10
t{2C2 / 12_2
R2Cl/6_10
R2C1/6 2
R1C1/6_4
R1C1/6 2
RK'I/6 H_
R2C3/12 2
R 2(:,l/6 4
R2C,1/2 6
R2Ca/]O 2
R2cu6 4
R2C,I/10 2
R2C1/10_6
R2C5/2_6
1{2C8/1 [}_6
R2C2/10_2
Installation
condition
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct/htnl
('apt ure
Pyd. comp.
Direct
Dire(:t/btm
Capture
Pyd. {:()ml),
I)ir(!ct/t}tm
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct/btm
Capture
Pyd. comp.
I)irect
I)ire{:{/t)tm
(?al)l, llr(_
Pyd. comp.
Direct/btm
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Dhect
I)hecI
Direct
Robot
reference
condition
R2C1/V6 2
R2C1/V10_2
R1C1/6_1
111(:1/6_2
R1C1/6 10
R1C1/12_2
R IC1/F6_4
R1CI/6 2
R1C1/10_2
I/1C1/12_2
R2C l/V6 2
t12C1/\:10_2
_1Cl/F6_4
R1C1/6_2
RZC1/6 10
R1C1/12_2
I_ 1C I/6 A
R1C1/6_2
RICI/I(}_2
R1C1/12_2
I/2CI/V6_2
R2C1/V10_2
R1C1/10 2
R1C1/10_2
R1C1/1{}_2
X, 1][l
1.73
(}
{}
1.73
1.73
1.73
0
0
1.7'3
1.73
(}
0
1.73
1.73
1.73
Lower ring (top section)
58 ] R3C7/,1_2
¢ R2c,1/22s
6() / R3C7/12-2
62 R2C5/8 ,1
R3C12/6 8
61 J I/2C7/12A
{_,_ [ R3(:12/64
66 j R3C12/8 4
67 [ R2C8/12_8
68 R2C7/12 8
6{.) R3C11/6_"1
Direct/tot)
Capture
Direct/t{}p
Capture
Py{1. comp.
Direct/top
(_apture
Direct/top
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct
I)irect
R2C1/V12_2
R2CI/V12 l
RICI/FIO_8
R2C 1/V8 ,1
I/1C1/12_4
R2('I/FV12_2
R2C1/V12_4
R1CI/I{)_8
R2C 1/V8_4
RlCl/12 1
F(1C1/8_I
R2C 1/V 12_1(}
0
0
1.73
t .73
1.73
{}
{}
1.73
1.73
1.73
0
0
aSl]'ll{ ll;/]])e _tll{l robot referent{' e(mdilion:
FI qYuss ring, C Truss cell
F Flipped path V Inverted cell
bN{}{[eend:
R Right end {}f l)allet
L Left end of pallet
Motion-base t)osition
Y, m O, deg
0 -180
-- 18(1
2O
1
{}
2
1
1 0
(} 60
6{}
0
I
4-
1
2
2
1
1 -12(}
0 -60
0 60
- 1 - 120
-1 120
- 1 0
{} -30
0 - 30
-3 -120
1 -60
-1 -120
0 150
0 150
-3 120
1 180
-1 120
2 -120
0 180
Pa let
1
)
;}
Slot
6
8
11
9
10
12
3
1
2
7
4
5
11
6
8
9
5
4
3
9
7
6
1{}
11
13
12
1
2
3
1 :
2
5 I
4 I
6 I
J i
11 I
i
No{]o
ell(l
{b)
t
It
R
R
L I
L
R
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Table A1. Concluded
Strut
number
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
8,1
85
86
87
88
89
9O
9t
92
93
9:1
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
Strut
name
(a)
R2C6/12_2
R2C6/12_4
R3Cll/8A
R2C5/12_2
R2C5/12A
R2C6/8_4
R2C6/12_8
R2C5/12_8
R3C2/12_10
R2C1/8_4
R3C2/1(}_8
R3C1/12_8
R2C2/12A
R2C 1/8_,1
R3C6/12_2
I/2C3/10 8
R2C3/12_8
R3C6/12_4
R2C2/10_8
R2C2/12_8
R2C3/12_4
R2C3/SA
R2C2/8A
R2C1/12 4
R3C 1,/1(}_8
R2C9/6A
R2C9/8A
R3C1/12_8
R2C8/6_4
R2C8/8 4
R2C9/12_8
R2C9/12_4
R2C8/12_4
Installation
condition
Direct/top
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct/top
(!apture
Pyd. comp.
Direct
Direct
Direct/top
Capture
Direct/top
Cat)tur(_
Pyd. coinp.
Direct
Direct
Direct/top
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct/top
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct/top
Capture
Pyd. comp.
Direct/top
Captme
Pyd. comp.
Direct
Direct
Robot
reference
condition
(_)
R1C1/10_8
R1C1/12_8
R2C1/V8A
R1C1/10_8
R1C1/12_8
R1C1/12_4
R1C1/8_4
RIC1/8_4
R2C1/V12_2
R2C1/V12_4
RIC1/F10_8
R2C 1/V8_4
R1C1/12_4
R1C1/8_4
R2C1/V12_10
R1C1/F10_8
R1C1/12_8
R2C1/V8_4
R1C1/10_8
R1C1/12_8
R1C1/12_4
R1C1/8_4
R1C1/8_4
R1C1/8A
R2C1/V12_10
R1C1/10_8
R1C1/12_8
R2C1/VSA
RIC1/10_8
R1C1/12_8
R1C1/12_4
R1C1/8_4
R1C1/SA
aStrut name and robot reference condition:
R Truss ring C Truss cell
F Flipped path V Inverted cell
bNode end:
R Right end of pallet
L Left end of pallet
Motion-ba.se position
X_m
1.73
i
0
II
1.73
1.73
1.73
0
0
1.73
q
0
0
1.73
g_ ill
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
1
-1
0
0
-3
1
-1
2
0
1
1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
2
0
1
1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
O, deg
- 120
-120
180
- 12(}
90
90
0
60
0
0
-60
0
0
-60
0
120
60
120
120
60
120
Pallet
6
7
8
i
I
9
9
Slot
9
8
10
13
12
1
5
9
7
8
11
12
13
10
6
3
2
4
3
2
1
4
5
9
13
11
10
12
7
6
8
3
7
Node
end
(b)
R
R
L
L
L
R
R
R
22
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#Precision truss
support structure
L-90-15358
Figure 1. Proposed submillimeter astronomical space telescope that incorporates a large precision truss-
supported reflector.
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(a) Truss assembly hardware.
Figure 2.
x- /- End effector
, x# /
Robot arm __._ ,
w_, _ x.-_-_y
,__ "_._4,_ z' _Pallets with struts
. . __ Y-motion base
• op,ace strut _ _ __b_ Pallet storage
Nod
Core\ - -_
strut--' \ / . // _.-_. ._" _/ / -_
_ _ _ _X-motionbase
Bottom v/ _l/r-..,l_,, "_v _._________________
face strut
e,o
Rotational motion base
(b) Schematic of facility components and coordinate reference frames.
Test laboratory developed to perff_rm operational studies of automated a_ssembly of truss structures.
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Figure 3. Typical truss joint and node.
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_tacle fingers
'Strut holder
Strut alignment and
adapter for positioning
m pallet
,ffector
:e frame
strut
Nut driver
Video camera
Platform that inserts
connector into receptacle
Robot tool
plate interface °
Figure 4. Truss assembly end effector.
L-88-10.918
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Truss node _"
- Joint receotacle
Strut holder
Truss strut
Figure 5. Artist sketch of robot with the end effector.
!
ii_i!i
Alignment and
position adapter
Pin plunger
Figure 6.
Positioning pins
Strut
Pallet
Pallet
Node with
receptacles attached
Struts in storage pallets.
Tray interlock
holder
2'7'
Pallet 1
Pallet 2
Pallet 3
Pallet 4
Figure 7. Arrangenmnt of struts in pallets and stacking pattern of four pallet set.
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@
Figure 8.
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selection
Assembly
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Device I Component
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I F Grasp-point canister 7
' i- Approach-point canister -1
Transition point
I I _ Approach-point structure '_ I F X
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I I I- Roll
Tray I I I-" Approach-point tray --I I _-- Pitch
Tray _ T'--Yaw
I _- Approach point storage "-1
I L-- Storage
I
I
r- open receptacle finger
I F Install 1 I _-_-CIOSeExtendreceptacleplatformfinger
'Remove I I._ Retract platform
FAcquire I _- Lock nut_.- Unlock nut
I [_ Latch strut
L--Dr°p I i-- Unlatch strul
Figure 9. Design layout of cxccutivc software wogram.
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2, AUto buitd I
3, ASsembty functions I
i
4, Fire manipul I
5, Hetp
6, Quit
Robot : OFF
STRUT STATUS
Name
CANtilever
Tray
SLot
End with node
CAPture end
Where
Flip
Node direction
R2C6/6_4
FIXED
3
5
NONE
NONE
ARM
UP_NORMAL
NONE
More information
from_mert=NOT
Menu item? q
Menu item? l
Menu item? !
Menu item? 2
Menu item?
10, Quit
Robot State: AP_CAN
Sub_state: none
Strut Name: R2C6/6_4 in hand
Strut Status: Where Cantilever
UP_NORMAL ARM FIXED
Tray: 3 Slot: 5 Path: 12_2
(a) Typical menus available to operator.
Figure 10. Basic menu layout of automated assembly system software.
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Approach / _ _,"'__ _Canister approach point
point-- _I "( ( ' _ I I (Arm rest position)
Installation Strut acquire point
| J Strut pallet _/
• _,o_, _-_f'l IN "
l J reference/(11J L h
frame
_1 _ "_x
Figure 1 l. Path of robot ann for strut acquisition and installation.
Outer
a
P/"'"_ ."z Base plane
normal
m\ '
Typical \ / J_ Insertion plane
pentahedron _ n for members m-p
Figur(_ 12. Tetrahedral truss used in asseml)ly tests.
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face
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Bottom
face
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-120°_ ,
180°
I
/120 °
Cell number
Reference node
_60 °
_--60 °
R2, C2,8_4
Ring number
I
0 o
(a) Concentric hexagonal rings of large phmar truss.
/--Top face strut
I0,{//_ / 2
8/ \\ / '_4
.... '" _ Bottom face strut
6
(b) Typical cell.
Figure 13. Planform sketch of large planar tetrahedral truss with naming convention identifiers.
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60 °
I
r
0 o
12
4 8
8 4
4
U
Axonometric view of cell A. Axonometric view of cell B turned 60 °.
Figure 14. Positions for installing struts in the truss.
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ZRobot base
10 2 Strut
-
-----_ y
View
Y
(a) Path and position for typical 10_2 strut.
-X
Robot base
12 2 Strut
Z
\
\
\
..,, Y
(b) Path and position for typical 12_2 strut.
Figurc 15. Typical strut installation paths and positions.
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6 4 Strut
-X
I Robot base
--_y
Z
View
-_y
(c) Path and position for typical 6_4 strut.
L-90-09365
(d) End effector at the approach point for a typical 6_2 strut.
Figure 15. Concluded.
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Figure 16.
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Sketch identifying truss cells and strut assembly sequence.
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Test
10 Assembly Disassembly, A
8 [] B
e-- r--
E 4 E
F-- F--
.
0
_ 0',_ 0 e,.O0
Sequence number
(a) 6 2 Path; capture installation.
101 Assembly Disassembly
8
4-
2-
0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I
oao0°ac°ea_t,-_°°_t,- 0omo_ moo oaoa east-- _ o_,--oa _oI"_ 0'_ v-O,.I _0,1 C'.,IC'O '_00 ¢_ CO_O0 0'_ O_ 0_.0
Sequence number
(b) 8_4 Path; direct installation.
107 Assembly Disassembly 10 i Assembly Disassembly
I,J I I I I I I I I I I I ! I I 0
LIt') O CO L"_ CO _2_ CO ___ i_ _O_,
Sequence number Sequence number
(c) 10_8 Path; cantilever installation. (d) 12_8 Path; capture installation.
Figure 19. Time required to assemble and disassemble struts via specific paths without force-torque controlled
repositioning of the end effector and motion-base positioning.
4O
Segment
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Total time, min
Test A
62.98
217.55
12.13
95.48
147.37
273.95
124.67
Test B
59.72
209.18
11.48
94.35
148.45
260.15
125.23
Average time per
strut, min
0.61
2.12
0.12
0.94
1.47
2.66
1.24
Total... 934.13 908.56 9.16
15hr 34min 15hr 8min
Portion of total
time, percent
6.7
23.2
1.3
10.3
16.1
29.0
13.6
Move end effector
to canister
approach point
end effector
from canister point to
canister grasp point
Acquire strut
in end effector
Install and lock
strut onto truss
Move end effector to
installation point
:turn end effector
to canister
approach point
motion
base to predefined
position
(a) Assembly.
Figure 20. Total time for successfully installed and removed struts.
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Segment
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
Total time, min
Test A
92.62
143.18
259.65
123.60
58.27
165.37
15.18
Test B
107.83
142.45
263.33
122.92
59.85
186.77
18.65
Average time per
strut, min
0.99
1.41
2.58
1.21
0.58
1.73
0.17
Total... 857.87 901.80 8.67
14hr18min 15hr2min
Portion of total
time, percent
11.4
16.2
29.7
14.0
6.7
20.0
1.9
Insert strut into
pallet slot
Move end effector
to canister approach point
Position motion base to
predefined position
Move end effector
to canister grasp point
Move end effector to
canister approach
end effector from
canister approach point to
strut grasp point
p, unlock
and remove strut
(b) Disassembly.
Figure 20. Concluded.
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Segment
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Total time,
min
61.2
51.0 - 102.0
10.2
0
153.0
51.0 - 102.0
122.4
Average time per
strut, min
0.6
0.5 - 1.0
0.1
0
1.5
0.5- 1.0
1.2
Total... 448.8 - 550.8 4.4 - 5.4
7hr 28min - 9hr 10min
Portion of total
time, percent
13.64- 11.10
11.36 - 18.50
2.27- 1.90
0
34.09 - 27.8O
11.36 - 18.50
27.27 - 22.20
Move end effector
to canister
approach point
Move end effector
- from canister point to
canister grasp point
Acquire strut
in end effector
Install and lock
strut onto truss
end effector
to canister
approach point
Move end effector to
iestallation point
Figure 21. Estimated time to acquire and install strut in space.
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